
TERROR TRANSMISSION DEVICE 
(radio edition)

No Input Mixing, Circuit Bending, realization of a basic DIY electronic instrument
Electronic music Workshop by Zedde Francesco
VIDEO TEASER: https://www.facebook.com/BeepsAndBlinksLabs/videos/919713498236322/

The  workshop  is  designed  as  a  practical  and  theoretical  introduction  to  some  techniques  and  strategies  of 
modern  experimental  music,  the  talk  includes  a  few  historical  examples  and  philosophical  considerations  on 
the  relationship  between  a  musician  and  an  instrument.  Noise  music  and  radical  improvisation  topics  will  be 
explained  in  a  few  guidelines  to  relate  with  the  operation  of  realizing  an  uncommon  and  ineffcient  musical 
instrument to achieve complex and steerable sound synthesis.
The  practical  section  involves  the  realization  by  each  participant  of  a  basic  “circuit  bending”  project: 
modifying  the  circuit  of  a  cheap  pocket  radio  to  make  it  a  portable  and  amplifed  electronic  musical 
instrument.
The  fundamental  goal  of  the  class  is  showing  the  possibility  of  making  electronic  instruments  for  sound 
synthesis with a few money and no technical knowledge.
The course has been booked dozens of times since 2016 in various locations across Europe including Otolab 
(Milan), Monk (Rome) and Worm (Rotterdam)

Keywords: DIY electronics, Circuit Bending, No Input, Experimental, Noise

DETAILS:
Duration: 4-6 hours total
Level: basic/beginner
Fee /student: from 15€ to 50€ (equipment given to build the device costs ~8€ /person)
Students min 5, max 20

Program:
~ 2 hours
Theory, examples, listening
~ 2 hours
TERROR TRANSMISSION DEVICE, circuit bending a pocket radio with one pot, one button, wire and solder
~ 30 minutes (eventual)
TERROR  TRANSMISSION  NOISE  COMMANDO,  guided  collective  improvisation  of  a  TERROR  TRANSMISSION 
DEVICES orchestra!

THE WORKSHOP IS FOR amateurs of electronic music, noise, pedals, musicians and non-musicians, engineers or  
electronic music geeks
No previous skill is required, everyone is welcome



Francesco Zedde is a drummer, electronic musician, composer and improviser based in Bologna. Graduated in 
electronic music, scoring for flms, sound design and sound engineering, between 2012 and 2019 has been a  
member  of  13  projects/bands,  released  6  solo  albums,  featured  in  more  than  20  records  and  played  439 
concerts in 17 countries. 
Founded  and  organized  Discomfort  Dispatch  concert  series  (electronics/free  impro  festivals,  since  2017), 
most  of  his  music  is  released  and  presented  under  the  names  “Tacet  Tacet  Tacet”,  (live  electronics 
audio/visual  project  inspired  by  modern  experimental  and  dark  ambient  music)  and  “Tonto”,  grindcore  one 
man band performed with a processed drumset and vocals. 
Francesco carries on his own research activities involving augmented instruments, hacking and new media arts 
while keep on touring, producing and teaching. 

EQUIPMENT:

A:  Required in place from the organizer/venue (get in touch for any problem with that)

-Sound system (well sized for the hall)
-Projector
-Soldering irons (at least 1 each 2 students, cheap ones are ok)
-Multiplugs
-Soldering wire
-3-4 thin screw drivers

B:  Provided by the teacher
-Pocket radios (1 for each student + 1 for demonstration)
-A few screwdriver
-Cables
-2 100k potentiometer, 2 buttons N.A. / student

Fee: 
 - 20€/per hour
 - Refund for equipment: 5 € /student
 - Travel refund: (=cheap fight from Bologna, if not touring)


